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this is not correct the past perfect had failed is not used after the present perfect has been cancelled 1 a to lose strength weaken her health
was failing b to fade or die away until our family line fails c to stop functioning normally the patient s heart failed 2 a to fall short failed in
his duty b to be or become absent or inadequate the water supply failed intransitive transitive to not be successful in achieving something
many diets fail because they are boring ultimately all their efforts failed a policy plan fails fail in something i failed in my attempt to
persuade her he failed in his bid for the presidency fail to do something the department failed to meet its sales targets 1 huffington post we
have failed and george bush has failed 2 the new york times but when she has failed she has failed badly 3 the guardian they have failed
and have failed in the worst of ways 4 the new york times sports if the war on drugs has failed it has failed most abjectly in latin america 5
the guardian from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics companies illness disability nature fail1 feɪl s2 w1 verb 1 not
succeed intransitive to not succeed in achieving something it looks likely that the peace talks will fail fail in he failed in his attempt to regain
the world title fail to do something doctors failed to verb uk feɪl us fail verb not succeed add to word list b2 to not be successful dad s
business failed after just three years she keeps failing in her attempt to lose weight fewer examples it is arguable that the government has
failed in this respect the sad truth is that we ve failed i tried to cheer her up but failed dismally has failed synonyms 208 words and phrases
for has failed had been unable had failed has been unable has not been able has not given has not provided has not resulted has not
succeeded may 24 2024 countries around the globe have failed to reach consensus on the terms of a treaty that would unify the world in a
strategy against the inevitable next pandemic trumping the the anc risks losing its parliamentary majority for the first time in post
apartheid south africa as the black majority bears the brunt of unemployment and poverty north korea says its attempt to put another spy
satellite into orbit has failed state media said the rocket carrying the satellite exploded after liftoff monday evening due to a suspected
engine problem adjective before noun uk feɪld us feɪld add to word list having not succeeded a failed actress writer she has two failed
marriages behind her thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples not achieving wealth popularity or success 109 1 1 4 job failed is
customary neither of the above is grammatically correct the job has failed is jimm101 sep 17 2018 at 18 54 add a comment 1 answer
sorted by 2 that all depends on the tense and passivity of these duo sentences adjective as in unsuccessful compare synonyms synonyms
antonyms strongest matches abortive disastrous doomed foiled fruitless futile ill fated ineffective ineffectual losing thwarted useless vain
weak matches defeated unlucky discover more 1 i have not failed i ve just found 10 000 ways that won t work thomas edison 2 success is
the ability to go from failure to failure without losing your enthusiasm winston churchill 3 failure is only the opportunity to begin again only
this time more wisely henry ford 4 to be unsuccessful or to judge that someone has been unsuccessful on a test or exam fail in uk i passed
in history but failed in chemistry us i passed history but failed chemistry a lot of people fail their driving test the first time she was sure she
was going to fail the examiners failed him because he hadn t answered enough questions 1 tell them that this failure does not define them
a lot of people who fail an exam might think that failing an exam makes them a failure at life tell them it was one exam in one class it doesn
t mean that they are a failure at life and it doesn t even mean they can t be successful in the rest of the course 1 synonyms for failed
unsuccessful failing inauspicious collapsing unpromising no good washing out futureless antonyms of failed successful going triumphant
promising prosperous thriving flourishing coming it seems like donald trump s strategy of attacking witnesses but offering little counter
evidence failed in his hush money trials and other takeaways 2 what clifton initially suggests is a celebration seems by the poem s end to
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be a struggle for survival come celebrate with me that everyday something has tried to kill me and has failed what struggles have you
faced and emerged triumphant from use clifton s final line as a point of departure for your own poem of resistance gallant part of israel s
three member war cabinet who recently urged the government to have a detailed postwar plan for gaza said in a briefing that we seek a
governing alternative to hamas
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have failed and had failed wordreference forums May 03 2024 this is not correct the past perfect had failed is not used after the
present perfect has been cancelled
fail definition meaning merriam webster Apr 02 2024 1 a to lose strength weaken her health was failing b to fade or die away until our
family line fails c to stop functioning normally the patient s heart failed 2 a to fall short failed in his duty b to be or become absent or
inadequate the water supply failed
fail verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 01 2024 intransitive transitive to not be successful in achieving something
many diets fail because they are boring ultimately all their efforts failed a policy plan fails fail in something i failed in my attempt to
persuade her he failed in his bid for the presidency fail to do something the department failed to meet its sales targets
have failed has failed english examples in context ludwig Jan 31 2024 1 huffington post we have failed and george bush has failed 2
the new york times but when she has failed she has failed badly 3 the guardian they have failed and have failed in the worst of ways 4 the
new york times sports if the war on drugs has failed it has failed most abjectly in latin america 5 the guardian
fail meaning of fail in longman dictionary of contemporary Dec 30 2023 from longman dictionary of contemporary english related
topics companies illness disability nature fail1 feɪl s2 w1 verb 1 not succeed intransitive to not succeed in achieving something it looks
likely that the peace talks will fail fail in he failed in his attempt to regain the world title fail to do something doctors failed to
fail meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 28 2023 verb uk feɪl us fail verb not succeed add to word list b2 to not be successful dad s
business failed after just three years she keeps failing in her attempt to lose weight fewer examples it is arguable that the government has
failed in this respect the sad truth is that we ve failed i tried to cheer her up but failed dismally
has failed synonyms 208 words and phrases for has failed Oct 28 2023 has failed synonyms 208 words and phrases for has failed had been
unable had failed has been unable has not been able has not given has not provided has not resulted has not succeeded
countries fail to agree on treaty to prepare the world for Sep 26 2023 may 24 2024 countries around the globe have failed to reach
consensus on the terms of a treaty that would unify the world in a strategy against the inevitable next pandemic trumping the
south africa has failed its black majority nelson mandela s Aug 26 2023 the anc risks losing its parliamentary majority for the first time in
post apartheid south africa as the black majority bears the brunt of unemployment and poverty
north korea rocket carrying spy satellite explodes shortly Jul 25 2023 north korea says its attempt to put another spy satellite into orbit has
failed state media said the rocket carrying the satellite exploded after liftoff monday evening due to a suspected engine problem
failed english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 23 2023 adjective before noun uk feɪld us feɪld add to word list having not succeeded
a failed actress writer she has two failed marriages behind her thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples not achieving wealth
popularity or success
phrase requests was failed or has been failed english May 23 2023 109 1 1 4 job failed is customary neither of the above is
grammatically correct the job has failed is jimm101 sep 17 2018 at 18 54 add a comment 1 answer sorted by 2 that all depends on the
tense and passivity of these duo sentences
86 synonyms antonyms for failed thesaurus com Apr 21 2023 adjective as in unsuccessful compare synonyms synonyms antonyms
strongest matches abortive disastrous doomed foiled fruitless futile ill fated ineffective ineffectual losing thwarted useless vain weak
matches defeated unlucky discover more
20 iconic quotes on failure that will inspire you to succeed Mar 21 2023 1 i have not failed i ve just found 10 000 ways that won t
work thomas edison 2 success is the ability to go from failure to failure without losing your enthusiasm winston churchill 3 failure is only the
opportunity to begin again only this time more wisely henry ford 4
fail definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 17 2023 to be unsuccessful or to judge that someone has been unsuccessful on
a test or exam fail in uk i passed in history but failed in chemistry us i passed history but failed chemistry a lot of people fail their driving
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test the first time she was sure she was going to fail the examiners failed him because he hadn t answered enough questions
3 ways to offer encouragement to someone who has failed an Jan 19 2023 1 tell them that this failure does not define them a lot of
people who fail an exam might think that failing an exam makes them a failure at life tell them it was one exam in one class it doesn t mean
that they are a failure at life and it doesn t even mean they can t be successful in the rest of the course 1
failed synonyms 214 similar and opposite words merriam Dec 18 2022 synonyms for failed unsuccessful failing inauspicious collapsing
unpromising no good washing out futureless antonyms of failed successful going triumphant promising prosperous thriving flourishing
coming
donald trump s bombastic legal strategy failed he lost his Nov 16 2022 it seems like donald trump s strategy of attacking witnesses
but offering little counter evidence failed in his hush money trials and other takeaways
won t you celebrate with me poetry foundation Oct 16 2022 2 what clifton initially suggests is a celebration seems by the poem s end
to be a struggle for survival come celebrate with me that everyday something has tried to kill me and has failed what struggles have you
faced and emerged triumphant from use clifton s final line as a point of departure for your own poem of resistance
israel seeks a governing alternative to hamas in gaza it s Sep 14 2022 gallant part of israel s three member war cabinet who recently urged
the government to have a detailed postwar plan for gaza said in a briefing that we seek a governing alternative to hamas
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